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How much heating oil are German
households likely to buy? Argus
MDX Monitor provides insight.
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strong for weeks. But how much more demand can suppliers
tank level zone (%)
expect, and should they prepare for? A look at the heating oil
tank storage levels of private households shows how much
they have already stocked up and how much space they have
left to fill, helping to estimate outstanding demand.
More than a quarter of Germany’s middle distillate demand
is for heating oil, about 12mn t/yr. But demand is volatile and
sensitive to prices as consumers can stock up for several
years. Understanding the volatility of German heating oil demand through Argus MDX helps suppliers adjust their operations. In the current situation of sustained demand, suppliers
are asking how much more demand they can expect.
Average German household heating oil storage levels have
risen from 55pc of capacity at the beginning of March to 62pc
in the middle of May. This still leaves room for demand. But
it may be lower than in previous months, as it is generally
assumed that demand increasingly stalls when household
heating oil storage levels are above 60pc. On top of this,
wholesale businesses have in some cases already sold
heating oil for delivery up to August, far ahead of their usual
delivery window of 2-4 weeks. Heating oil transaction volumes
for truck delivery in Germany reported to Argus serve as an
indicator of future household storage levels. For example, in
western Germany — postcode region five — strong trading in
the middle of March led to a rise in household storage levels
over the following weeks (see graph on page 2).
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Argus Media’s MDX service provides information on household storage levels and wholesale volumes reported to Argus
on a weekly and monthly basis. MD stands for middle distillate, and X for the 10 postcode regions in Germany, for which
the data is made available on a granular level (see map).
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Heating oil spot trading volumes for truck pick up at refineries
and storage facilities all over Germany are reported to Argus
by more than 60 market participants. The number of market
participants supplying data continues to grow and Argus employs an editorial team that checks the reported transactions.
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Data on household storage levels is based on measurements
from 4,500 permanent digital level metering units installed
in households across Germany. This is a statistically relevant
portion of the total available units within the country to ensure a representative regional spread. Until a few years ago,
market research company Ipsos delivered similar indications.
These values were based on a survey of around 400 tank owners across Germany. (see diagram on the right)
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To learn more about Argus MDX Monitor, visit;
https://view.argusmedia.com/mdxm
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